THE JOURNEY TO 99%
This dynamic between humans and machines—which is non-negotiable to reach 99% accuracy—is often
overlooked. Many government agencies take a technology approach to AI implementation, expecting to plug
it in and watch the magic happen immediately. Anything less than perfect quickly becomes a disappointment
at best, and at worst, a failure that stops future progress before it can even start.
What is needed is a strategic approach that defines success milestones for a specific end goal. While the AI
improves, human oversight is essential to monitor for inaccuracies, minimise the impact of errors, and of
course, teach the machines. Ultimately, over time, AI becomes more accurate with less human intervention.
To breach AI’s accuracy threshold, Singapore’s government agency should develop an ecosystem to support
and scale their AI algorithms. The focus should be on the following fundamentals—all of which are critical to
the success of human-machine collaboration.

Double down on data
The more datasets AI can process, the better they are at
generating accurate outcomes. Break through data siloes
by incenting agencies to move to federated data platforms.

Humans should identify priority data
for more targeted data preparation

Open up algorithms
Build AI capabilities using “white box” open-source
frameworks to see the “why” behind decision-making. This
creates opportunities to reduce error rates and biased results.

Open-source AI gives insights to improve
machine accuracy

72%

Foster feedback
of citizens would increase their use
of government digital services if
agencies used AI to provide more
accurate and useful information

AI could create

UP TO US$215B IN
GROSS VALUE ADDED
across 11 industries in Singapore by 2035

Improving AI accuracy starts with a human-machine
feedback loop that assesses performance and feeds
learnings back into the algorithm.

Feedback loops skew to less human
interaction over time

Design for humans
An important first step in building AI models is to
understand people’s processes and preferences.
This is crucial to creating tools that people will use.

Good product design encourages
humans to train AI

Agencies that approach reaching 99% accuracy as a journey of humans and machines will harness the full power of AI.

